**MONSTER CORNER BOOKMARK**

**Step 1.**
On a piece of card, draw a square. Use your ruler so its sides are perfectly straight. Don’t make it too big – mine measured 12cmx12cm, though you could go larger than that. Divide the square to get 4 exactly the same size. You will only be using 3 squares that compose an L shape.

**Step 2.**
Using your ruler, draw a diagonal line across the uppermost square, from its top right corner to its bottom left corner. Scribble out the upper left half (now a triangle) of the square, as you won’t be using that part.

**Step 3.**
Cut out your shape.

**Step 4.**
Fold one triangle inwards, so it covers the upper half of the square.
Apply glue to the underside (the side still facing up) of the second triangle, and fold it over onto the first triangle.

**Step 5.**
Add any decorations or illustrations you wish.

Use by slipping over the corner of the page you wish to mark, like a pocket.